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Comments on Discussion Paper "Preliminary Views on Revenue Recognition in Contracts with Customers" 

Dear Sir 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Discussion Paper "Preliminary Views on Revenue Recognition in 
Contracts with Customers", We welcome the opportunity to contribute to this discussion as we believe that it has the 
potential to have a significant impact on our business if certain issues are not addressed. 

Brookfield Multiplex is a large property group which operates across the property value chain. Our 5 main streams of 
business are property development constructions, property services, funds management and property o\AJnership. 
Brookfield Multiplex is a subsidiary of Brookfield Asset Management, a global asset management group which is dual 
listed on the Toronto and New York Stock Exchanges. 

Largely our concems around this Discussion Paper relate mainly to our Constructions business, 

In summary we have found the following main areas of concern with the proposals in the Discussion Paper: 

1. The definition of control and transfer of control under a services contract is not clear. It is also not very clear 
whether or not construction contracts constitute a provision of a service or of a good. Clearly if this proposed 
new standard is suggesting that construction contracts constitute the provision of a good (that is, the delivery 
of a completed building) then this will Significantly impact on our revenue and profit recognition with revenue 
and profits not being able to be recognised until the very end of a construction contract. This does not reflect 
the economic reality of a construction contract and therefore we request that clarification is made to ensure 
that construction contracts are treated as provision of a service. 

2. There is no mention of costs or of profit recognition. 
3. There could be potentially misleading information provided to the users of financial statements period on 

period if these proposals are adopted. We have provided, at Appendix B, an analysis, based on our reading 
of this discussion paper, of the impact the adoption of the proposals would have on our revenue and profit 
recognition. 

4. The methodology prescribed in the discussion paper relating to the recognition of variations, claims and early 
completion bonuses could also lead to misleading infonnation period on period. Again, we have provided 
worked examples at Appendix B of how the remeasurement proposals in this discussion paper would impact 
on our revenue and profit recognition. 

5. There are going to be practical issues involved with the adoption of these proposals as currently our 
construction contract accounting systems are all focussed on costs. If the proposals of this discussion paper 
are adopted, there will have to be new processes and systems implemented to identify and cost separate 
perfonnance obligations. 



6. Currently the management of our construction contracts is based on management of costs. We are of the 
view that changing the accounting treatment to focus on identifying and costing separate performance 
obligations will lead to a disconnect between the way in which management manages the business and the 
way in which our business is accounted for. 

We have also attached at Appendix A, answers to the questions raised in the discussion paper. 

If you require further information or clarification please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Yours faithfully 

Linda Benson 
Group General Manager Projects 
Brookfield Multiplex Limited 



APPENDIX A 
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS RAISED IN THE DISCUSSION PAPER 

Chapter 2: 
A contract-based revenue recognition princil2152 

Question 1: Do you agree with the boards' proposal to base a single revenue recognition principle on changes in an 
entity's contract asset or contract liability? Why or why not? If not, how would you address the inconsistency in existing 
standards that arises from having different revenue recognition principles? 

Whilst we do agree in principal, we have 2 concerns. 

Firstly, as noted above, it is not clear whether or not, for our construction contracts, we will be able to progressively 
recognise revenue and proms or whether we would have to wait until the end of a contract to do this. 

Secondly, the discussion paper isn't clear on the actual accounting entries expected to be booked. 

Question 2: Are there any types of contracts for which the boards! proposed principle would not provide decision
useful information? Please provide examples and explain why. What alternative principle do you think is more useful in 
those examples? 

As noted above, we would only be providing decision useful information under these proposals if we are able to 
recognise revenue progressively throughout the performance of the construction contract. 

Question 3: Do you agree with the boards' definition of a contract? Why or why not? Please provide examples of 
jurisdictions or circumstances in which it would be difficult to apply that definition. 

We agree. 

Chapter 3: 
Performance obligations 

Question 4: Do you think the boards' proposed definition of a performance obligation would help entities to identify 
consistently the deliverables in (or components of) a contract? Why or why not? If not, please provide examples of 
circumstances in which applying the proposed definition would inappropriately identify or omit deliverables in (or 
components of) the contract. 

For large construction contracts, it is not always logical or possible to breakdown the contract components into levels 
as shown in for example in Example A42 in the discussion paper. 

Large contracts obviously have components and a defined list of performance obligations but they are based and 
assessed on works performed, for example, excavation, concrete, paint, windows, etc across multiple levels. 
It would be very arbitrary to split revenue into specific components and the costs into specific components in many 
cases. This methodology would also be open to manipulation and could result in a delay in recognising losses or a 
delay in recognising profits if an entity chose to do so. 
This would also lead to inconsistencies in the application of the standard between different construction businesses. 



Question 5: Do you agree that an entity should separate the performance obligations in a contract on the basis of 
when the entity transfers the promised assets to the customer? Why or why not? If not, what principle would you 
specify for separating performance obligations? 

As noted above, it is not velY clear for service providers as to when the promised asset is transferred to customers. In 
addition, we request clarity that this concept can be applied to construction contracts. 

Question 6: Do you think that an entity's obligation to accept a returned good and refund the customer's 
consideration is a performance obligation? Why or why not? 

No comment. 

Question 7: Do you think that sales incentives (eg: discounts on future sales, customer loyalty paints and 'free' goods 
and services) give rise to performance obligations if they are provided in a contract with a customer? Why or why not? 

No comment. 

Chapter 4: 
Satisfaction of performance obligations 

Question 8: Do you agree that an entity transfer an asset to a Gustomer (and satisfies a performance obligation) 
when the customer controls the promised good or when the customer receives the promised services? Why or why 
not? If not, please suggest an a~ernative for determining when a promised good or service is transferred. 

As noted above, the transfer of control is not clear for construction contracts. We believe that jf would be on 
certification of each stage by the quantity surveyors. However this is not specifically covered in the Discussion Paper. 
In addition, the paper seems to be velY focussed, on this point, on the legal form of the contract which may not a/ways 
reflect the economic reality and may also lead to legal contracts being written in order to achieve a specific outcome. 
Again, this would lead to inconsistencies between different construction businesses. 

Question 9: The boards propose that an entity should recognise revenue only when a performance obligation is 
satisfied. Are there contracts for which that proposal would not provide decision-useful information? If so, please 
provide examples. 

Not apart from the points already noted above. 



Chapter 5: 
Measurement of perfonnance obligations 

Question 10: In the boards' proposed mode, performance obligations are measured initially at the original transaction 
price. Subsequently, the measurement of a performance obligation is updated only if it is deemed onerous. 
a) Do you agree that performance obligations should be measured initially at the transaction price? Why or why not? 

Yes - that is the best infonnation we have available at that point in time. 

b) Do you agree that a performance obligation should be deemed onerous and remeasured to the entity's expected 
cost of satisfying the performance obligation if that cost exceeds the carrying amount of the performance 
obligation? Why Oi why not? 

Whilst we agree that if a contract is making a loss it should be deemed onerous, we are unclear on the 
remeasurement entries and we also believe it does not accurately reflect the position of a contract for claims and 
variations. 

c) Do you think that there are some performance obligations for which the proposed measurement approach would 
not provide decision-useful information at each financial statement date? Why or why not? If so, what 
characteristic of the obligations makes that approach unsuitable? Please provide examples. 

We are unclear on the remeasurement entries and we also believe it does not accurately reflect the position of a 
contract for claims and variations. 

d) Do you think that some perfomlance obligations in a revenue recognition standard should be subject to another 
measurement approach? Why or why not? If so, please provide examples and describe the measurement 
approach you would use. 

Refer above. 

Question 11: The boards propose that an entity should allocate the transaction price at contract inception to the 
performance obligations. Therefore, any amounts that an entity charges customer to recover any costs of obtaining 
the contract (eg: selling costs) are included in the initial measurement of the performance obligations. The boards 
propose that an entity should recognise those costs as expenses, unless they qualify for recognition as an asset in 
accordance with other standards. 
a) Do you agree that any amounts an entity charges a customer to recover the costs of obtaining the contracts 

should be included in the initial measurement of an entity's performance obligations? Why or why not? 

We believe that they should to the extent that they are recoverable. Expensing these costs immediately would 
distort profit recognition period on period and would also contribute to additional lumpiness in revenue and profit 
recognition on long tenn contracts. 

b) In what cases would recognising contract origination costs as expenses as they are incurred not provided 
decision-useful information about an entity's financial position and financial performance? Please provide 
examples and explain why. 

Refer above. 



Question 12: Do you agree that the transaction prices should be allocated to the performance obligations on the 
basis of entity's stand-alone selling prices ofthe goods or services underlying those performance obligations? Why or 
why not? If not, on what basis would you allocate the transaction price? 

It may not a/ways be possible to separate these out. 

Question 13: Do you agree that if an entity does not sell a good or service separately, it should estimate the stand
alone selling price of that price of that good or service for purposes of allocating the transaction price? Why or why 
not? When, if ever, should the use of estimates be constrained? 

This CQuld lead to vel}' arbitral}' allocations and therefore inconsistency across different construction entities. 



APPENDIX B 
WORKED EXAMPLES OF IMPACT OF PROPOSED STANDARD 

A42 

Centract signed for Sfm with 2 disUnci phases ($600 & S4IJO) 

Costs and Revenue Call be deaJiy spl.! info level 1 & 2 Proposed standard Current Meiliod a~um:ng 2 s5pBrme ':-011:f5CtS 
Contract Forecast Margin Contract Revenue Cost Margin Ccn!ract Revenue R~enue Cost Margin 

31-Mar Value FiMICost Liability Recognised 01 Sales Liability Rew~nlsed Adjustment ofsa!~ 

Level 1 6OO,DOO 500,000 100,000 600,000 
Leyel? 400,000 300,000 100,000 
Totai 1,000,000 800,000 200,000 

leve I 50% compleJe bailed on es!J'mate of "Dr!< complde (rovenue) 
!'orecast costs incroase $50k 00 level 1 

Contrnct FOfecasl Margin Contract Revenue Cost Margin Contract Rev-enliU Reve,lUo Cost Margin 
3IJ.Jun Value Fina/Cost Liability Recognised olSalos Liability Recognised AdjustInG"! of Sales 

Level 1 600,000 550,000 50,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 ]}J,C~{) 7J 273 :-cO,G.'X 27,273 
Level 2 400,000 300,000 100,000 
TotoJ 1,000,000 850,000 150,000 

leve I 100% complele based on estiinate of work <:omp!efe (revenue) 
Contracl Forecasl Margin Contract Revenue Cost Margin Contract Re-/enue Revenue Cost Margin 

JIJ.Sep Vaiuo Final Cost Liability Recognised oISaI<l$ Uabilir/ RecognIsed Adjustmeni of Sales 
Level I WO,OOO 550,000 50,000 600,000 550,000 5O,000 cOO,OCO S50,(})O 50,000 
Level? 400,000 300,000 100,000 400,000 
Total 1,000,000 850.000 150,000 400.000 €Ul.ooo 550.000 EIl,DOO 

!eve I & level 2 /00% cOflplele bailed on esbtmlie of IVOIX cwop!ete (rovenue) 
GonlfacJ Forecast Margin Contract Revenue Cost Margin Contract Revenue Rev!Yrlue Cost Margin 

3t-Dec Value FinalCosl Liability Recognised 01 Sales liability Re~gnlsed Adjustment of Saiss 
Level 1 600,000 550,000 5IJ,01)l) EClJ,ooo 550,CO'J YJ,OOO eoo.Cv) 5-~,GOO 50,0'~O 

Level 2 400,000 300,000 100,000 400,000 300,000 100,000 j~Xi.(OJ ?;)J.COO lC{),OOO 
Tolai 1,000,000 850,000 150,000 1.000.000 8.'iO,000 100,000 1.000,IY"..D BED.COO • 150,(;ill 

5.65 
Assumptions 
2 year <:onlracl 
PropiJidoontractStOOk 
FOtecast costs an; $80,< 
assume COfIuact complele evenly wer each year Prop""ed standen! Current Metllod 

Controct Forecas! Margin Contract Revenue Cost Margin Contract Revenue Revenue Cost Margin 
Jan lOXl Valuo Final COS! Liability Recognised 01 Sales U<!bilily R€cognis-ed Adjustment of Sales 
CU 100,000 80.000 20,000 100,000 

Contract Fo"",,,! Margin Contrac1 Revenue Cost Margin Contract Revenue Revenue Cost M.rgin 
Cle<:20Xl Value FinatCost U<!bllity Recognised olSal"s UclJilitj Re~n;sed Adjustment 01 saleS 
CU tOO,OOO 88,000 12,000 50,000 SO,OOO 40,000 10,000 50.COO (4.!;l5) 4.{},O')o 5,456 

ConlTilct Foroeas! Margin Contract Revenue Cost Margin Centr"t Revenue RevEnue COot Maroin 
Dec 20X2 Value Fin,ICost liability Reeognised of Sales Uebinty Recognited Actjustment of Saie$ 
CU 100.000 88,000 12,000 50,000 ,18,COO 2,000 50,e!)) 4.t-~·6 48.[:00 6,545 



5.7 
AssumptWns 
2 yeilf contract 
PrepaiO coniJact $100k 
Forecast cos1s iJ1e $8Vk 
assume conlnict complelo evenly over eacl1 ye'" Proposed Standard Currenj Meiilod 

Contract Forecast ,\!ilfgln Contract Revenue Cost Margin Contract Revenue Revenue Cost /Jargin 
Jan ZQXl Value Final Cost Liability Recognised 01 Sales Liability Recognised Adjustment 01 Sales 
CU too,OOO 80,000 10,000 100,000 

Contract Forocast Margm Conltact Revenuo Cost MaTgin Contract Revenue Re'Jeooe Cost Margin 
Dec ZOXI Value Final Cost liability Recognised 01 Salos Liability Retognised Adjustment 01 Sales 
CU 100,000 96,000 4,000 50,000 5l),000 40,000 10,000 5l),000 (8,333) 40.000 1.667 
Remeasure (6,0001 

4,000 

CentTact Forecast Millg;n Contract Revenue Cost Margin Contract Revenue Revenue Cost Margin 
Dec ZOX2 Vi!1ue Fini!1 Cost Liability Recognised olS,les Liability Recognised Adjustment of Sales 
CU 100,000 96,000 4,000 50,000 56,000 (6,000) 50,000 0,333 56,000 2.333 

6,000 

° 
5,75 a 
Assumptions 
2 yeacontrad 
PrepaiO ronftact $IOOk 
Forecast costs we $SOk 
assume contract rompleie evenly over each yew Proposed Standard Current Method 

Contract ForecilSt Millg/» Contract Revenue Cost fJlar~in Contract Revenue Revenue Cost Margin 
Jan20Xl Value Final Cost liability Recognised of Sales Liabllity Recognised Adjustmenl 01 Sales 
CU 100,000 80,000 20,000 loo,ceO 

Contract ForecilSt Margin Contracl Revenue Cost Margin Contract Revenue Revenue Cost Margin 
Dec20X1 Value Final Cost liability Recognised of S.les liability Recognised Adjustment of Sal" 
CU JOO,OOO 91,000 9,000 50,000 50,000 40,000 10,000 50,000 (6,044) 40,000 3,956 
Reme2sure 1,000 

51,000 

Contract Forecast Millg;n Contract Revenue Cost Maruln Contract Revenue Re:venue Cost Margin 
Dec 20X2 Value Final Cost LIability Recognised 01 Sales Liability Racognised Adjustment of Salas 
CU 100,000 9i,000 9,000 50,000 51,000 (1,000) 50,000 6,044 51,OCO 5,044 

1,000 
0 

5,75b 
Assllmpfiol1s 
2 yewconlract 
Prepaid contracl $JOOk 
Forecasl cosls are SIJIJk 
assume contract compl'efe evenly over flam year Proposed Standard CUrrent MetilOd 

ContTact Forocast Millgin Contrac1 Revenue Cost M'ruln Contract Revenue Re'J~n\le Cost Margin 
JilR ZOXI Vi!1ue MI1i1I Cost LIability Recognised olS,los Liability Recognised Mjustment ofSa!es 
CIJ 100,000 8~,00O 20,000 100,000 

ConfIac! Forocast Milly;n Contract Revenue Cost Margin Contract Revenue Revenue Cost Margin 
Dec 20X1 Valu, Final Cost Liability Recogni"d olSalos Liability Recognised Adjustment of Sales 
CU 100,000 99,000 1,0CO 50,OC{J 50,000 40,000 10,000 50000 19,596) 40,000 404 
Remeasllfll 9,000 (9,000) 

59,000 1,000 

Contract forecast Margin Contract Revenue Cost Margin Contract Revenue Revenue Cost Margin 
Dec 20XZ Vafu. Final Cost liability Retognised of Sales Liability RecogniseU Adjustment of Sales 
CU 100,000 99,000 1,000 50,000 59,000 (9,000) 50,000 9,596 59,000 596 

9,000 
0 




